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Briefly about the TeliaSonera Case 
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The TeliaSonera case – background I 

● The case concerns whether TeliaSonera’s* pricing of its 

broadband wholesale product in relation to the retail 

price, 2001 – 2003, constituted an abuse of dominance.  

 

● The migration to broadband starts during the period and 

the effects on market development are potentially large.  

 

● At the time there was no regulatory duty to supply a 

wholesale product.  

 

     *Initially, it is Telia, TeliaSonera was formed in January 2003.  
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The TeliaSonera case – background II 

● Technology shift from dial-up internet to broadband 

– Dial-up increased up to 2001 and then leveled off. 

– From the end of 2000 to the end of 2002 ADSL 
connections increased from 30 000 to 370 000. 

 

● Many actors on the dial-up market 

– Telia’s market share fell slowly and was 31% in 1999 

 

● Different broadband technologies 

– LAN 

– Cable  

– Copper network (ADSL-wholsale, bitstream and LLUB) 
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The TeliaSonera case – background III 

● Dial-up operators had dispersed customer bases and needed a 

broadband technology with wide reach. ADSL had this potential. 
 

● Telia launched an ADSL service in 2000.  

– By March 2002 it was available in over 300 locations in Sweden. 
3 out of 4 households could order the service.  
 

● In 2001 Telia offered a wholesale product, Skanova bredband 

ADSL, to downstream competitors. 

– The wholesale price sometimes exceeded the retail price 
 

● In fall of 2001 the SCA received complaints about Telia’s pricing and 

sued for abuse of dominance in the Stockholm City Court in 2004.  
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Definition of price squeeze 

● A price squeeze (or margin squeeze) occurs if the 

margin between the wholesale price of an 

(essential) input and the market price of the 

finished good is insufficient for an equally efficient 

competitor to operate on the downstream market 

 

 



Up-stream market 

Margin squeeze 

● A vertically integrated firm supplies an input good (or 

service) to down-stream competitors 

 

c2 c3 c4 

Down-stream market 

c1 

Input 
cu 

Consumer price 

p 

Wholesale price 

r 

p – r > c1 

How should 
these be 
defined? 

How should 
this be 

determined? 



Illustration evidence used in the SCC trial I 
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Source: Appendix to the decision of the Stockholm City Court 



Illustration evidence used in the SCC trial II 
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Source: Appendix to the decision of the Stockholm City Court 



The TeliaSonera case – time line 

● 2004: The SCA brings the case to the SCC 
 

● 2009: The Court asks for a preliminary ruling by the ECJ on 

a number of principal matter (the case is stayed): 

– Absence of a regulatory obligation to supply? 

– Indispensible input? Recoupement? New tech? etc… 
 

● 2011 Feb: The ECJ ruling 

● 2011 Dec: The SCC finds on the side of the SCA 

– The case is appealed to the Market Court 
 

● 2013: The Market Court hands down its decision 

– TeliaSonera guilty of abuse but fines are cut drastically 
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The ECJ’s preliminary ruling 

10/02/2014 

● “…the absence of any regulatory obligation to supply the 

ADSL input services on the wholesale market has no 

effect on the question of whether the pricing practice at 

issue in the main proceedings is abusive.” (point 59) 

 

● “…in order to establish whether such a practice is 

abusive, that practice must have an anti-competitive 

effect on the market, but the effect does not necessarily 

have to be concrete, and it is sufficient to demonstrate 

that there is an anti-competitive effect which may 

potentially exclude competitors who are at least as 

efficient as the dominant undertaking.” (point 64) 



The Stockholm City Court’s decision 

● The SCC ruling was close to a 

complete victory for the 

Swedish Competition Authority 

● The 144 M SEK fine was 

awarded in full 

● The case was appealed to the 

Market Court 
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The Market Court’s decision 

The Court found 

● the standard of proof applied by the SCC too lax 

● that TeliaSonera had abused its dominant position 

● the violation was serious, and not ”novel” 

● that there were potential economic effects 

● SCA’s estimate of LRAIC wanting  

– and applied a low LRAIC resulting in a limited 
extent of proven abuse… 

– and reduced the fine drastically 

 

 

● marknadsavgränsningen (gruppavtal/uppringt) 
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Was dial-up and ADSL on the same market? 

● The Court found it was, concerning the retail market, 

until… 

– ”...the increase of the number of dial-up 
subscribtions leveled off and the number of ADSL 
subscriptions sold to private customers reached 
about 223 000,...” (pkt 191) 

 

● But dial-up subscriptions were ”free” and based on 

charge for use only...  
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”The LRAIC-method” 

● Consensus about LRAIC being the relevant cost concept 
 

● ”The LRAIC-method”... 
 

● Bergstrand: ”… the firm’s estimate was not intended as an LRAIC-

estimate and does not satisfy the conditions for constituting one” 

(point 257, my translation) 
 

● MC: ”… the investigation in the case cannot, in the MC’s view, be 

considered such that it is possible to use LRAIC-method. (point 

258, my translation) 
 

● ECJ reasoned very differently in Telefónica (and in great detail) 
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Price Squeeze absent a duty to deal? 
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Price squeeze absent a duty to supply 

● Can price squeeze have negative effects in this case?  

● Common views: 

– Absent a duty to deal the incumbent can simply 
foreclose its competitors by refusing to supply. Why 
should a high input price be worse than an infinite input 
price? 

 

– ”After all, one way for the vertically integrated firm to 
prevent a price-squeeze claim from being filed against it 
is to raise retail prices to provide a price umbrella for its 
downstream competitors.”  

 
 

● We will adress both these issues; does a price 
squeeze prohibition lead to: 

– Foreclosure through refusal to supply 

– Increased retail prices? 



Price squeeze absent a duty to supply 

 

● In addition: 

– What causes the price squeeze in the first place? 

– What is the relevant counterfactual to price squeeze? 

– Exploitative vs. exclusionary motives to squeeze 

– With a prohibition, how does the incumbent trade off 
lower wholesale prices and increased retail prices? 

– What can be said about welfare effects? 

 

– What about foreclosure and dynamic effects? 

 

 

 



”Atlantic divide” concerning duty to deal 

● Different view on price squeeze in the US and the EU 

 

– US Supreme Court in linkLine 2009 – absent a duty to 
deal a price squeeze does not violate section 2 of the 
Sherman Act 

• duty to deal or predatory intent 

• extension of Trinko (insufficient quality) 

 

– ECJ in TeliaSonera 2011 – margin squeeze constitutes 
a stand alone abuse of article 102 of TFEU  



ECJ’s preliminary ruling is controversial 

Two quotes from the blogg “Chillin’Competition” 

● As to the worst case-law development, the ECJ judgment in TeliaSonera is a 

terrible piece of work. It will be hard to explain to future generation of students why 

margin squeeze is conceptually different from refusal to supply, and why the condition of 

essentiality that must be met in refusal to supply cases doesn’t apply to margin squeeze 

cases. This leads to patently absurd results. 

      Damien Gerardin 

● I very much liked the judgment of the Court of Justice in TeliaSonera, a view 

that is not widely shared, it would seem. To suggest that a margin squeeze cannot be an 

abuse in the absence of a duty to deal, to my mind, would emasculate Article 102 and to 

limit it to the control of monopoly rather than dominance. 

      Richard Wish 
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…since the incumbent could foreclose 

● To me, it is beyond common sense, conventional wisdom, reason, logic, 

honesty, intellectual sanity to consider that a dominant firm can abusively 

squeeze its rivals through high prices, meanwhile being under no duty to 

deal with them (see §180). In the language of driving metaphors (I love 

them), this is akin to forbidding someone from driving at 130 km/h, 

meanwhile explicitly entitling him to drive at 200 km/h. 

      Nicolas Petit 
 

● A important question thus seems to be whether forclosure (of an equally 

efficient competitor) is indeed the relevant counterfacutal scenario? 

● We examine this and the economic effects of an obligation not to squeeze in 

a simple model. WORK IN PROGRESS. 



What is the relevant counterfactual? 

● Important legal concept; determining the effect of a conduct 

requires counterfactual benchmark (”but for” scenario) 

● Is counterfactual to ”delivering at squeezed prices” 

 ”not delivering at all”, or ”delivering at wider margin”? 

● We argue that counterfactual = outcome of policy intervention 

  

 

 

 

● Definition consistent with counterfactuals for cartels and mergers 

● Counterfactual  to price squeeze depends on what incumbent does 

when faced with a prohibition 

● Effect of conduct is reverse of effect of prohibition 

 

counterfactual: 
outcome with 

prohibition 

outcome with 
margin squeeze 

Effect of conduct 

Effect of prohibition 



Preview: Foreclosure as a counterfactual? 

Two reasons for not foreclosing competition 

 

● Outsourcing to more efficient down-stream production 

can increase total sales and thereby profit 

 

● Foreclosure can increase the risk of becoming regulated 

– In this case a bitstream regulation was a clear possibility 

 

● We focus on the former aspect 
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Preview: Economic effects 

● If an incumbent does not foreclose  

– It must pass on more cost savings to consumers. 

– It may raise its retail and wholesale prices. 

– The net effect depends on characteristics of the 
demand function. With linear demand it is positive. 

  

● It also affects incentives for cost reducing investments.  

– Margin squeeze reduces these incentives downstream 
for both downstream competitors and the incumbent 

– The argument can also be framed in terms of 
downstream entry  
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The setting 

● A vertically integrated incumbent supplies inputs to 

downstream firms 

  

Contestable demand 
Uncontestable 

demand 

downstream cost = c 

input cost = 0 

Retail price 

p 

c1 c2 

Wholesale price 

r 

 Upstream 

Down- 
stream 

p – r < c 

Squeeze 



Related literature 

● Price squeeze 

– Choné, Komly & Meunier (2010), Sidak (2008), 
Carlton (2008), Bouckaert and Verboven (2004), 
DeGraba (2003), Biglaiser and DeGraba (2001), 
Armstrong (2002) (access pricing) 
 

● Foreclosure/exclusion 

– Whinston (1990), Salinger (1998) 
 

● Pass-through 

– Bulow and Pfleiderer (1983), Weyl and Fabinger 
(2013), Bagnoli and Bergstrom (2005) (log-concavity) 

 

● Third-degree price discrimination  

– Schmalensee (1981), Aguirre, Cowan, and Vickers 
(2010) 



Price squeeze and regulation 

● Many cases in regulatory settings where there is a duty to deal 

– If the vertically integrated firm could set any wholesale price 
it wanted, the duty to deal could easily be circumvented 

– ”Constructive refusal to supply” 
 

● When the wholesale price is regulated, this is not the case.  

– A ban on price squeeze may then soften downstream 
competition and provide a ”price umbrella” for competitors 

    Sidak (2008), Carlton (2008) 

 

● With lax or no regulation of the wholesale price 

– Bouckaert and Verboven (2004): only inefficient entrants are 
foreclosed (”unit model”). In Choné, Komly & Meunier (2010) 
a ban of margin squeeze may avoid foreclosure of efficient 
entrants. 

 



Static effects 

● ”Competitive fringe model” 

● A vertically integrated firm has constant marginal costs both 

upstream, 0, and downstream, c.  

● The good is homogenous and demand is Q(p) 

● Downstream demand is split in two  

● Uncontestable demand, which only the incumbent can 

access (e.g. installed base, or separate geographic areas) 

● Contestable demand, which incumbent can either access 

through vertical integration, or it can supply downstream 

competitors (which have marginal costs c1, c2,...).   

o When supplying, the retail price equals r + c 

(wholsale price + cost of 2nd most efficient firm).  



Contestable demand 
Uncontestable 

demand 

c 

0 

c1 c2 

Integrating or supplying the competition? 

Full integration 
𝜋I = (p* − c)Q(p*) 

Supplying the competition 
𝜋 = r Q(r + c)  

p – r < c How is r set? 



When will the incumbent squeeze? 

● Allowing downstream competition amounts to outsourcing 

downstream production in the contestable market 

– Squeeze can then occur between the wholesale price in 

the contestable market, r, and the incumbent’s retail 

price in the uncontestable market 

 

● Outsourcing = marginal cost reduction of c-c 

– How much of the cost reduction is passed on to 

consumers? 

– Pass-through ρ depends on the convexity of demand 
 

–   



Squeeze = less than full pass-through 

● The wholesale price r determines the retail price in the 

contestable market, allowing implementation of the monopoly 

price 

 

● Squeeze occurs between wholesale price r and final price in the 

uncontestable market p*: 

   

   

 

● Margin squeeze if pass-through is less than 1 in relevant range 

 



Pass-through and demand curvature 

Linear demand Exponential demand 

c = 0 



● Ban has no effect if no incentive to squeeze, so we focus on 
demand where pass-through is less than 1 

● Incumbent will not refuse to supply (i.e. not fully integrate): 

o Refuse to supply 

  I = (p* − c)Q(p*) 

o Supplying 

   = r Q(r + c) at ”unsqueezed” prices r = p* − c 

   = (p* − c) Q(p* − c + c) > I  
 

● The incumbent is better off not foreclosing more efficient 
competitors regardless of whether it can squeeze or not. 

– Traditional ”Chicago-critique” result, incumbent still controls 
upstream 

● Similar to Bouckaert & Verboven (2004), and special case of 
Whinston (1990) (for more general differentiated demand) 

Does ban result in foreclosure? 



Gains from outsourcing 

Fully integrated Supplying competitors 

c = 0 



● Facing a ban the incumbent 

– Lowers wholesale price r 

    (indirectly reducing pc = r + c ) 

– Increases the retail price p* 

 

● Contestable consumers gain, 

uncontestable loose  

 

● Ban equivalent to  

– forcing full pass-through of cost 

efficiencies 

– ”imposing” third-degree price 

discrimination 

Welfare effects of a ban? 

c = 0 



● Constant pass-through =½ 

● Standard result: With linear 

demand price discrimination 

always results in welfare loss  

– Constant total quantity, but 

”misallocation” (selling more to 

low value customers) 

● But here, with cost diff.: 

always welfare gain 

– Marginal welfare change initially  

          uncontestable 

 

                contestable 

 

● Also, consumers gain, since 

  ΔW = Δ + ΔCS 

      and Δ < 0 

Linear demand 

c = 0 



● Now allocation and  

 quantity effect 

● Force minimum price 

differential 

 

● Binding as long as 

 

 

     (profit maximizing squeeze) 

● Complete ban on squeeze 

when x = c 

● Change in welfare with x 

 

● Sign of W’(x) same as sign of 

General demand 

c = 0 



● Sign of W’(x) same as sign 

 

 

● Complete ban on squeeze 

 
 

– For constant pass-through, 
z(c)=0 

– For increasing pass-through, 
z(c)<0 

● With increasing pass-through, 
not welfare maximizing to 
completely ban squeeze 

● Demand with weakly 
increasing pass-through: 
Linear, Normal, Logistic, 
Laplace, Type III, Weibull, 
Gamma 

General demand 

c = 0 



● Always welfare improving 

when deviating from uniform 

pricing, x=0 

 

 

 

● ”Infinitesmal ban”. Sign of 

z’(x) when x 

 
 

– Positive welfare effect if 

z’(x)>0 

General demand 

c = 0 



Dynamic effects (Work in progress) 

● Introducing sunk cost investment down stream  

– The incumbent and competing firms can invest to 
become more efficient downstream 

– Alternatively, potential downstream competitors face a 
sunk entry cost 

 

● Margin squeeze ban affect these investment incentives 

 

● We may also consider incentives to invest upstream for 

the incumbent. 

 

  



The hold-up problem 

 

● No squeeze  

– Investment takes place, but profits are competed 
away ex ante and consumers receive the full benefit 

– The incumbent also benefits from greater sales 
 

● Squeeze leads to hold up 

– The incumbent will raise r so that the investment cost 
cannot be recouped. No investment by competitors 

– This is detrimental to both competitors and the 
incumbent 

– A ban on price squeeze provides a commitment that r 
will not be raised 



Investments by the incumbent 

● Suppose the incumbent can invest to cut costs, but that 

the incumbent remains less efficient post investment.  
 

● No squeeze  

– Two sources of gain: Profit increase on installed base 
and gains from relaxing the squeeze constraint. 

 

● Squeeze 

– Only the profit increase on installed base.  

 

● In sum: A ban against price squeeze improves investment 

incentives for competitors as well as the incumbent  



Summing up 

● A look at price squeeze absent a duty to deal and 

regulated prices motivated by recent EU rulings 

● Forclosure is not the counterfactual 

● The incentive to price squeeze depends on the convexity 

of demand (pass through) 

● The (static) welfare effects of a ban of price squeeze 

depends on convexity of demand 

● Dynamic considerations introduce hold-up motives, and 

foreclosure motives 

● Do these considerations speak in favor of a rule of reason 

approach to price squeeze absent a duty to deal? 


